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Mr. Avon Grove 2017: Sixteen seniors scuffle for title By Cheyenne Lauesen Editor Gabby Pino Editor



Held annually, the Mr. Avon Grove pageant pits sixteen senior boys against each other in the ultimate beauty pageant with a chance to win two prom tickets and a free tux rental. The pageant is comprised of four parts: the group dance, formal wear, talent, and the interview. Not only would they face this daunting task in front of everyone who bought tickets, but would also have to face a panel of revered judges. This year’s panel included teachers Mrs. Marsha Creamer, Mr. Tim Canby, Mr. Steven Mazzola, and Mrs. Janet Worrell. To host the event, three se-
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nior girls stepped up to the plate. Megan Gent, Lauren Jones, and Drew Lazarow were placed in charge of introducing all of the competitors and filling the black space between performances. Group Dance The boys were pitted against each other in the group dance. Lined along the stage, the lights came on and “Toxic” by Britney Spears poured through the speakers. Jumping, clapping, swishing, and swinging, the boys captivated the audience. But then the audience was thrown a curveball. The sounds of Britney Spears switched to the beat of Taio Cruz’s “Dynamite.” The crowd cheered for the boys as the continued. Then, another change happened. Cruz trailed off and “I Gotta Feeling” by The Black Eyed Peas was cranked up. Forming a



-Photo courtesy of Tara Linkmeyer C.J. Berger, Grant Evitts, Jadin Poliski, and Chris Linnell perform show off their formal wear on March 1. semicircle on the stage, the boys used the song as a chance for some one-at-a-time dancing. Traditional moves such as the lawnmower and the sprinkler were performed. Exiting their self-induced semicircle, they formed two lines and the song switched to Pitbull’s



“Fireball.” An Avon Grove variation of the cha-cha was performed. But the audience was not to be fooled. For the final time, the song changed. “Can’t Stop the Feeling” by Justin Timberlake played while the the boys were joined on stage by Mr. Scott Searfoss, the senior



guidance counselor. He spun and shimmied with the rest of the boys before he hopped off stage and the boys finished without him. Formal Wear The outfits selected by the boys ranged in a variety of ways. Ali Sar strutted his stuff across SEE MR. AG PAGE 3
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Sophomore publishes novel



Juniors begin finalizing prom



For many students, high school is spent searching for something they could see themselves doing for the rest of their lives. But for sophomore Sonia Kloss, the decision was easy; she wanted to be a writer. Kloss has always been passionate about writing and decided to publish that passion as a fulllength novel called What’s Been Hidden. What’s Been Hidden is about a town that has been put under a curse by the Evil Spirit who wishes to prevent the citizens from worshipping the Good Spirit who has a new place for all the people to go, since their current village is in such a poor condition. While the citizens would leave if they could, they do not realize that they are under that curse. The curse placates the citizens and keeps them happy even though they are living in such bad conditions. There is a prophecy that states that a group of kids will come one day and help them realize that they are under a curse which will then allow them to leave the town if they wish. The novel follows Laney, Jessie, Dom, Ellie, and Keyda as they figure out that they are the kids that the prophecy speaks of and their journey to save the city. Kloss’ inspiration for the novel came from an unusual place. “It was a strange start,” Kloss said. “I was 12 and me and my sister got stranded at my dad’s karate school and we would play on the mats there. So somehow we started playing a game with monkeys and I started writing a story based on that and somehow it turned into my book.” Kloss began writing her novel then and was writing on and off



May 19 will be a date to remember as Avon Grove High School’s Junior Prom will kick off the prom season for the eleventh graders and their guests. Prom will begin promptly at 6:00p.m. and end at 9:30p.m. Juniors should expect to be there around 5:30p.m. when the doors open. “You can arrive early because there will be a line of people getting in. You may want to get pictures as well, and to avoid lines like Homecoming, you may want to come early,” Adriannah Alpaugh, the junior class treasurer said. Parking will be available to every student who attends the event at Kings Mills. Kings Mills is an old refurbished mill set in Media, Pennsylvania, about 40 minutes from Avon Grove. Outside, the hall includes an aesthetic important to the people who coordinated this event. “Along with your pictures outside, we will have a photographer. We plan on getting a geo-tag for Snapchat and the pictures you take on your phone,” said Alpaugh. In the back drop there is a waterfall and wooded area farther back, setting up the perfect scene for memorable pictures. Gazebos are placed in the area, providing an additional section for students to take more pictures. The interior of the hall includes stone and wooden walls that will be lit with blue lights, creating the perfect mood for the night. Assorted flowers will be placed through-



By Gabby Pino Editor



until the beginning of her freshman year. After Kloss started editing, she searched for options for self-publishing authors. She eventually came across CreateSpace. CreateSpace is a self-publishing program run through Amazon that allows authors to publish their books and sell them on the Amazon website. The program comes with a pre-set layout and the only thing the author has to do is to create a cover for their novel. The publishing process is completely free but to make up for the cost of publishing, Amazon takes part of the royalties when someone buys the novel. After finding the program, Kloss said that the publishing process only took about two days and any problems were just a result of small technical errors. “The easiest part was the actual pub-



lishing,” Kloss said. Through her experience publishing, Kloss confirmed her love of writing and her wish to continue writing as a career. “[Writing] is what I’ve wanted to do for as long as I’ve remembered,” Kloss said. Kloss’ love for writing goes back to when she was two years old. “I would watch Thomas the Tank Engine and I would be playing with the trains and I’d start narrating my own Thomas stories,” Kloss described. Kloss would have her mother write down her stories and she has collected them as the years have passed. The random pieces of paper with Kloss’ narrations riddle her home. What’s Been Hidden will continue as a series and Kloss is eager to begin the process stating, “I’m excited to see where this can go.”



By Meredith Haas Staff Writer



out the extent of the dining hall. There will be matching centerpieces on each table to go along with the lighting in both rooms. “Lighting is not something you normally think about, but the lighting adds a lot, almost a classy feel. We do not want it to be over the top,” said Gabby Pino, junior class secretary. “It has a rustic feel. We are going to have it in two rooms. One dining exclusive, filled with a few people to sit at. The other room will be a dance floor, ”Alpaugh described. In past years there has only been a small area used to dance. The Junior Class Cabinet listened and decided to clear out one eating area for more room to dance. Pino added, “There will be plenty of room to dance, because we know that is a large part of the prom experience. There will also be room to eat.” The food will be served buffet style with chicken parmesan and ham as options. For sides there will be green beans, corn, potatoes, and pasta. When arriving at prom there will be assorted hors d’oeuvres. For dessert there will be cakes, and ice cream. Information on the price of prom is still to come. Students are reminded that they will have one week where the tickets are at the original price. This time may be before spring break. Once returning from spring break students who have not purchased a ticket yet will have to pay a slightly higher price.



Junior Prom 2017



May 19, 6-9:30p.m. Kings Mills Media, Pa.
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Dusseau goes ‘cross country’ By Ronny Rineer Special to The Hearld



Noah Dusseau has moved all throughout the United States so it shouldn’t be a surprise that the sport that he has found success in is none other than cross country. Noah is currently a junior at Avon Grove High School running both cross country and track all while maintaining his grades and being an active presence in clubs such as National Honor Society, Tri M, and the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. Noah has moved around a lot throughout his lifetime. He was born in Michigan, however once he turned 7, he moved to Texas. After 3 short years, Noah and his family moved to Ohio where he stayed until the end of his 6th grade year. Noah joined Avon Grove in the fall of



2012 where he started 7th grade and started running for the middle school cross country team. Despite starting his competitive career in middle school, Noah had been running for far longer than that. “I was about 8 years old in Texas when I started running. I ran a 5k with my dad,” Noah said. Coming from a family of runners, it is not a surprise that Noah picked up his passion for running this early in life. Both his mother and father have competed in various marathons such as the Boston Marathon and the New York Marathon, and his two younger brothers have followed Noah’s path and have begun running 5ks at an early age. He joined the Fred S. Engle cross country team upon his arrival in Avon Grove and immediately discovered his love for not only running, but his love for competi-



tion.



“Middle school basically prepared me for what high school running would be like. It gave me a sense of competition,” Noah said. His drive to compete helped him transition to high school well, ready to make a statement. Certainly a statement is what he made. Upon arriving at high school, Noah secured a spot on the varsity team for the first race of the season and was able to maintain a place on the varsity team throughout the season only being switched off once. Noah not only found his talent for running, he also found his first group of close friends. “The men’s running coalition was a fine establishment and I was included from the start,” Noah said. SEE DUSSEAU PAGE 4



Noah Dusseau finished fourth at the Ches-Mont Cross Country Championships last fall.



Baseball



Mar. 31 @ Octorara Apr. 3 vs. D’town West Apr. 5 @ Great Valley Apr. 7 @ W.C. East Apr. 10 vs. Shanahan Apr. 12 @ Coatesville Apr. 17 @ D’town West Apr. 21 vs. Kennett Apr. 24 @ Rustin Apr. 26 @ Henderson Apr. 28 vs. D’town East May 1 @ Upper Dublin May 5 vs. Oxford May 8 vs. Coatesville May 10 @ Shanahan May 11 vs. Henderson May 15 @ Unionville



Boys Lacrosse



Apr. 1 vs. Spring Ford Apr. 4 @ Unionville Apr. 6 vs. Sun Valley Apr. 10 @ Shanahan



-Photo courtesy of Dan Beck
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Freshman kicks off spring sports with high hopes



-Photo courtesy of Isolde Baylor State champion swimmer Sydney Paglia goes from the pool to the track. meet with an outstanding win in By the 200 medley relay alongside Stephanie Paglia teammates Emma Brinton, Olivia Special to The Herald Paoletti, and Sophie May. Paglia also placed 8th in the Sydney Paglia lives in a world of smelly shoes, colorful bathing 100 butterfly, 7th in the 100 backstroke, and 7th in the 200 freesuits, and shiny medals. Wearing a Ches-Mont cham- style relay. Sydney Paglia will be runpion jacket, a shirt from a national level swim meet, and some self- ning to the track as soon as she pride, Paglia has proven to be the is done swimming all four events at the 2017 PIAA Swimming and one to beat. She swims year round and in Diving Championships (too late the spring she jumps out of the for press time). Paglia is a freshman, who has pool and runs to the track. Paglia has an outstanding record both in never ran at the high school level the pool and on the track and is before, and she expects the comconfident her hard work in prac- petition to be more intense. “It’s not all fun and games like it tice will allow her to achieve great things this upcoming track sea- was in middle school,” she added. In eighth grade, Paglia went son. Paglia spends every day in undefeated in the 100 meter and the pool, but sometimes she likes 400 meter races, the big question to trade the swim suit for sneak- is will this happen again at the ers. Sydney has a natural athlet- high school level? She goes on to say that most ic ability, but works hard to make the transition from the pool to the people who do high school track are more competitive, because track easier. “I love the feel of running,” it’s a sport they are fully dedicated she says and running is some- too. Lots of eyes will be on Sydthing she pursues when she does get tired of the pool. “I love track ney Paglia this season, but she is almost as much as I love swim- ready to hop out of the pool and take on the 2017 spring track seaming.” Sydney recently competed at son. the district level for high school swimming. She started out the



Spring Sports Schedules



Apr. 13 vs. Garnet Valley Apr. 18 vs Rustin Apr. 20 @ D’town West Apr. 25 @ W.C. East May 2 @ Kennett May 4 vs. D’town East May 6 vs. Ridley May 9 @ Great Valley May 11 vs. Oxford



Girls Lacrosse



Apr. 4 vs. Unionville Apr. 6 @ Sun Valley Apr. 8 @ Ridley Apr. 10 vs. Shanahan Apr. 18 @ Rustin Apr. 20 vs. D’town West Apr. 22 vs. Penncrest Apr. 25 vs. W.C. East Apr. 27 @ Coastesville Apr. 28 vs. Oxford May 2 vs. Kennett May 4 @ D’town East May 9 vs. Great Valley May 11 @ Oxford



May 15 vs. Chichester



Softball



Mar. 31 vs. Octorara Apr. 3 @ D’town West Apr. 5 vs. Great Valley Apr. 7 vs. W.C. East Apr. 10 @ Shanahan Apr. 12 vs. Coatesville Apr. 17 vs. D’town West Apr. 19 @ Sun Valley Apr. 21 @ Kennett Apr. 24 vs. Rustin Apr. 26 vs. Henderson Apr. 28 @ D’town East May 5 @ Oxford May 8 @ Coatesville May 10 vs. Shanahan May 11 @ Henderson May 15 vs. Unionville



Boys Tennis



Apr. 3 @ Sun Valley Apr. 5 @ Oxford Apr. 10 vs. D’town East Apr. 12 vs. W.C. East Apr. 17 vs. Great Valley
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Apr. 19 @ Unionville Apr. 24 vs. W.C. East Apr. 26 @ Coatesville



Boys and Girls Track & Field



Apr. 4 @ Henderson Apr. 7 Golden Rams HS Invitational Apr. 18 @ Shanahan Apr. 21 Hoka Warrior Invitational Apr. 27-29 Penn Relays Apr. 29 @ Unionville Invitational May 2 vs. D’town West May 10 Ches-Mont Championships May 19-20 District 1 Championships



Boys Volleyball



Mar. 31 @ North Penn



Apr. 4 @ Christopher Dock Apr. 6 vs. Haverford Apr. 11 vs. Glen MIlls Apr. 18 vs. Lower Merion Apr. 20 vs. Unionville Apr. 24 vs. Manheim Twp. Apr. 25 vs. Christopher Dock Apr. 27 @ Haverford Apr. 29 Warwick Tourn. May 2 @ Glen Mills May 4 @ J.P. McCaskey May 5 @ Bensalem May 9 vs. Neshaminy



Note: Schedules are subject to change. For more information visit http://avongrove.digitalsports.com/ or @AGHSRedDevils on Twitter
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Model UN: Dual personalities for the weekend By Stephanie Mirah Staff Writer



From day to day, most know him as Jesse Orozco, a 17 year old senior at Avon Grove High School, but this past weekend he was strictly referred to as Anatoly Lunacharsky, the commissar of education who fought for the Bolsheviks during the Russian Revolution. With a new persona adopted, Lunacharsky and his fellow Bolsheviks battled against the Mensheviks in a tiring war. The weekend was full of average high school students representing the various countries worldwide and some fulfilling dual personalities. There is only one place where this is possible. Welcome to the alternate world of Model United Nations. According to United Nations Association of the United States of America, “Model United Nations is an authentic simulation of the UN General Assembly, UN Security Council, or other multilateral body, which introduces students to the world of diplomacy, negotiation, and decision making.” As the President of Avon Grove’s chapter of Model UN, Orozco led his club to a conference at the University of Delaware.



Over a span of three days, February 24-26, Avon Grove High School and various other high schools attended the conference to demonstrate the theme of diplomacy, in terms of talking to people. “It’s like you’re in a situation room,” Orozco disclosed. Him and his fellow members of the Joint Crisis Committee for the Russian Revolution attempted to handle “real time” problems with limited unilateral decisions as he posed as Lunacharsky. Communication and cooperation are encouraged and necessary to succeed. Model UN holds conferences in order to give out awards to the students who can demonstrate diplomacy, or whatever the theme is for that specific conference, the best. Orozco was the only member of Avon Grove’s Model UN to receive an award at the conference. He won outstanding delegate for his committee, which is the second highest award given for individual committees. Orozco participates in theater and has a passion for politics and international affairs so Model UN has provided him with an outlet to pursue both of these simultaneously. “I want to leave an impact on the world by working for a cause



-Photo courtesy of Brendan Duff Model UN members Joe Mashura, Kai Myran, Cassie Oranzi, Jessie Orozco pose at the University of Delaware. that is greater than myself,” he said while expressing his dreams for the future. Model UN helped him determine his future career path by exposing him to his love for politics. While he admitted he still has room to grow, he is passionate about Model UN and hopes his evident passions inspire others to follow his leadership. “Seek out the truth and challenge authority in order to make the world a better place,” Orozco said was some of the best advice



his father has given him. “Only through truth do we have reasonable debate. Without truth we are left with nothing but our emotions, and they are what cause wars and the great tragedies of life.” He channels this while he debates time and time again through not only Model UN, but a variety of other aspects of his life. For incoming and returning members to the club next year, Orozco offers a helpful tip: “Have the courage to try and to fail. If you don’t try you will nev-



er know your abilities, and if you don’t fail you’ll never know the lessons you need to learn. It is only by trying and failing that you can grow in both Model UN and in life.” While the Bolsheviks, the Mensheviks and Lunacharsky himself will forever dwell in the past, their legacies may occasionally be reincarnated through the bodies of a young UN delegates such as Orozco himself.
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The continuing legacy of the Sewing Club By Anton Bilski Staff Writer



With the never ending donations to the SPCA or CHOP, the Sewing Club has a legacy that’ll never be forgotten. The Sewing Club was founded by several students including senior Caroline McCulley, and former AG students like Anthony Grider and Sloane McNeill who talked about putting a group together to create blankets for a project assigned by Ms. Van Den Acre. “I proposed the idea to the students. They thought it was a great idea. It was also going to be a place for them to come in hangout which it still currently is,” said Ms. Van Den Acre. Ms. Van Den Acre was also able to explain the appeal of the club and why so many students
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have chosen the Sewing Club. “It’s fun! It’s just no stress, come when you can, no attendance requirements and it benefits other kids,” confirmed Van Den Acre. She would also add that even many of the students have had family who’ve gone to A.I. DuPont Hospital for Children or CHOP (Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia), and they’ve seen the blankets that the club has produced. TCHS students have spotted the club’s blankets and pillow cases during job shadowing. The club’s most successful contributions towards the community this year have been over 200 blankets and 40 pillowcases. But just like most clubs, there is a main goal. “The main goal is just to give back. Our main goals this year were 300 dog toys to the SPCA, 100 blankets to CHOP, 50 [blan-



kets] to DuPont, and then 60 pillowcases to Ryan’s Cases for Smiles,” said Ms. Van Den Acre. The club contributes at least twice a year towards organizations like CHOP and the SPCA. “I couldn’t even tell you all the numbers...for the blankets it was close to 500 or more, dog toys were over a thousand , and pillow cases we have over 100 out there right now,” said Ms. Van Den Acre. The club is also holding a Joe Corbi Pizza sale fundraiser to “buy more materials,” to create more products for the community. So as of now, the club is still in full throttle and will continue this path for as long as it takes.



-Photo courtesy of Meredith Haas Caroline May, Miranda Matthewson, and advisor Ms. Van Den Acre hold one of the hundreds of blankets made by club members this year.



Jadin Poliski crowned Mr. Avon Grove MR. AG FROM PAGE 1 the stage in an 80’s inspired basketball outfit. Jadin Poliski walked across the stage with a toga and a purple wrap adorning himself. Mike Rhodes wore a pink plaid shirt, with shorts and a fanny pack to imitate a father on a vacation. Nick Proietto wore an outfit comprised entirely of camo material. The formal wear section was wrapped up by Chase Moyer, who dressed as a construction worker. Talent This year’s Mr. Avon Grove included a basketball show, several musical performances, and a parody. Ali Sar jumped around stage and faced a few boys in an intense basketball performance.



C.J. Berger borrowed the TV Studio’s equipment and performed a parody of the morning announcements which featured a compilation of Kieran Franca’s moments. Jadin Poliski performed a very elaborate performance of him fighting off enemies, making friends, playing the guitar, and slaying a dragon. Chris Linnell traipsed around stage while performing stand-up comedy. Joined by his brother, Alec Arhontakis performed a dance routine that managed to both stun and invigorate the crowd simultaneously. Eric Pederson mixed and mashed various talents into one. He switched between solving Rubik’s Cubes, playing hackey sack,



and juggling a soccer ball. High School Musical was many a girl’s childhood and Chase Moyer reminded many a girl of this when he danced along to some of the more famous soundtracks from the Disney movie. Interview Each contestant entered to the stage one at a time for the interview portion of Mr. Avon Grove. The boys were asked two questions, the first one varying from person to person. Chase Moyer even went as far as to prance around like an ostrich in response to the question, “If you could be reincarnated as one of the next three animals,which of the following would it be and why; A groundhog, a fish, or a bird?” The second question was uniform among all the contestants:



Why do you want to be Mr. Avon Grove? Some answered humorously and lightheartedly while others gave heartfelt answers about their experiences at Avon Grove and why they truly wanted to be Mr. Avon Grove. “I love my friends, I love teachers, and I love the experience of going to Avon Grove,” said Jadin Poliski. “So, thank you.” Coronation Mr. Congeniality, the award given to the performer who was voted on by all of the contestants as to who was the best to work with and who had the overall best attitude, was awarded to Chase Moyer. This year was the first year that the audience had a say in the matter. There was a designated



award for this. It was called Audience’s Choice. It was awarded to a very deserving, Carter O’Sullivan. In second place, was Alec Arhontakis. He stood and walked to the MCs to receive his gift. This was the moment everyone was waiting for. Who was the 2017 Mr. Avon Grove? The crowd silenced in anticipation for the announcement. “He’s smooth and he’s sleek. He’s quick on his feet and he never misses a beat,” announced Megan Gent. Together, all three hosts chanted, “This year’s Mr. Avon Grove is Jadin Poliski.” The crowd roared as Poliski stood from his seated position on the edge of the stage and rose to take his crown.
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Oxford senior racks up broadcasting experience with AGTV By Gabby Pino Editor



Dylan Coyle, an Oxford High School senior, has always known he wanted to be a sports announcer. Inspired by Harry Kalas, the lead play-by-play announcer for the Phillies World Series win in 2008, Coyle has been consistently working towards his goal to one day become a sports announcer. But this goal is not an easy one. It requires days of hard work, dedication, and experience. So it’s a good thing that Dylan Coyle is way ahead of the game. Coyle began racking up experience by announcing local little league games over PA systems and then moved towards working for Oxford High School’s news programs. Crossing uncharted territory to Oxford’s “biggest rival,” Coyle began announcing for AGTV. “If you have watched a boys varsity sporting event on there, chances are I was the voice,” Coyle said. Despite having an affinity for hockey, Coyle has announced a



plethora of things ranging from football to soccer to eSPORTS auto racing. Hoping to expand on his experience in sports broadcasting, Coyle started up a website dubbed Good Night, Good Hockey. The website discusses the NHL, European hockey, and minor league hockey. GNGHockey.com has opened up many opportunities for Coyle. The website has gotten press passes to Hershey Bears (AHL), the Lehigh Valley Phantoms (AHL), and the Reading Royals (ECHL), giving Coyle and the other GNGH.com contributors to attend and cover these games in close proximity. Coyle recently announced for the Reading Royals, a hockey league two leagues below the NHL. His other experience also includes shadowing Flyers television play-by-play announcer Jim Jackson during the game vs. the Columbus Blue Jackets on March 13. Coyle credits his experiences to networking and emphasized



the importance of making connections. “I have never been afraid to ask someone for an opportunity, and that has done me well over the years. All there really is to getting the opportunities I’ve gotten is to just ask.” Those connections include Jim Jackson from the Flyers, Marc Zumoff from the Sixers, Chris O’Connell from FOX29, and Rob Ellis from 97.5FM. One of Coyle’s strongest connections is with Patrick Johnstone, a Director of Communications for Temple Ice Hockey. Coyle helped announce a Temple Ice Hockey game this past January and will continue to do so when he attends the university next year. On a college tour at Temple, Coyle got his first taste of radio broadcasting at the university. “The tour guide got me in touch with his friend, Ryan Frascella, the assistant manager of the WHIP sports department, Temple’s radio station. Ryan invited me into the studio, and I was able to meet and talk to Ed LeFurge, among others.



Eric and J.T. invited me into shadow their show, and on the last commercial break, they put me on the spot and mic’d me up. I partook in the last segment of their show, and they all seemed to be impressed,” Coyle said. With big plans already beginning for his first year at Temple, Coyle also anticipates that Good Night, Good Hockey has a high possibility of becoming a radio segment on WHIP, Temple’s radio station. Coyle described that sports broadcasting includes things that aren’t just announcing. “Also, many lower level teams like the Royals have the announcer not only doing announcing, but also being the press correspondent and managing day-to-day operations. I already have had experience with things such as money management, PR work, group organization, event organizing, and social media management with the WFC Takeover,” Coyle said. The Wells Fargo Center (home arena for the Philadelphia Flyers) Takeover is an event organized by



GNGHockey.com. In 2015, Coyle began planning the first Takeover, working closely with Reddit.com Flyers fans, friends, and family. The first Takeover came to life on March 7, 2016. The event allowed anyone who bought tickets to either play on the ice at the Wells Fargo Center or observe the players. The attendees had a tailgate afterwards and then watched the Flyers game later that night. The first Takeover had 120 attendees and the second, on March 13, 2017, had 150. Coyle said that planning the Takeovers has contributed a lot to his sports broadcasting knowledge and has been an amazing experience, stating, “the WFC Takeover ranks high up in the awesomeness factor.” The broadcasting experience that Coyle has gotten has all come from a genuine love for the field. “I’ve had a passion in this field for a while, and that has allowed me to already get a head-start in experiences, career work, and connections over others.”
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Track star Dusseau works towards goal DUSSEAU FROM PAGE 2 His sophomore year wasn’t as strong as his first, despite maintaining a spot on varsity and a place in the top three on the team, and he feels that he could’ve done more. “Despite my bad season I had a goal to come back stronger the next year,” Noah said. Part of what allowed him to accomplish his goal for this past season was that he believed that he truly had a chance to make it happen. During the Fall of 2016, Noah accomplished his goal. He made it to states.



Despite the team’s goal being to have everyone go, Noah still managed to make it through. “It was the greatest race of my life in terms of experience. It might not have been my best performance, but it was one of my greatest experiences, racing the best in our state and country,” Noah said regarding his race at the PIAA State Championship. His dedication and motivation is what he believes helped him. His summer training was immensely more serious and his focus became running, simply because he had a dream. “I had a goal in my mind the



Opinion



whole season. I told myself continuously ‘this is what I want, this is why I’m running,’” Noah said. He also fears disappointing himself, his teammates, and is



“If you have a goal in life, never be discouraged by others. If you want it, you can get it.” ~Noah Dusseau proud to be able to represent his school. Noah’s intrinsic motivation



does not simply revolve around himself. After being given the opportunity to lead the team during the 2017 season as a captain, his motivation seems to be more for the success of everyone not just himself. “I want to bring out the whole team over the summer. I want everyone to feel successful and I want to be an example for my teammates to look up to,” Noah said regarding his role as a future captain. He plans to take an entire team to states next year, not just himself. He also has a drive to break some school records on the track,



specifically in the 3200m. Noah is still unsure as to if he wants to run in college. He plans to major in aerospace engineering and is looking to pursue this degree at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), the University of Michigan, Georgia Tech, or Penn State University. He has reached out to the coach at MIT, and is now looking to run more times to get himself noticed. “If you have a goal in life, never be discouraged by others. If you want it, you can get it,” said Noah.



Opinion content in The Devil’s Herald expresses the singular view of the writer. The Devil’s Herald invites letters to the editor. Please email Mr. Gregory ([email protected]).



MOVIE REVIEW



‘La La Land’ takes Oscars by storm By Gabby Pino Editor



And the Oscar for Best Picture goes to… La La Land! Oh wait, nevermind. In a blunder embarrassing enough to rival Steve Harvey in 2015, La La Land was accidently given the award for Best Picture when the award was actually meant for Moonlight. But did La La Land deserve Best Picture? La La Land follows the story of Mia, an aspiring actress, and Sebastian, a man who hopes to someday open his own jazz club. Both of them struggle to get a foot in Hollywood and begin their careers. Mia approaches Sebastian right after he has been fired to compliment his piano skills. He brushes her away and storms off. When they meet months later, Sebastian tries to expose her to jazz, which she hesitantly does. After spending some time together, they fall in love. They spend the next year together attempting to work towards their respective goals. As roadblocks



constantly hinder them, Mia and Sebastian have to learn how to balance growing up and being realistic with following their dreams. Whether or not La La Land deserved Best Picture is truly up to the viewer. Depending on what you value in a movie, it could vary; someone who values the cinematic beauty and color of a movie would automatically say La La Land. The lively music and contrasting colors is truly what makes La La Land such a visually stunning movie, making it well deserving of the Academy Award for Best Cinematography. There are consistently bright colors against backdrops of dark colors that draw the viewer into the movie. Despite being a musical, La La Land didn’t always follow the stereotypical musical outline. The dancing and music was integrated naturally into the plot and flowed instead of being choppy. The only exception to this was the opening song “Another Day of Sun.” In crowded L.A. traffic, people slowly file out of their cars and being singing and dancing on top of their cars. It’s the most unrealis-



tic thing possible, but I think that’s what makes it so endearing. La La Land strayed away from the musical stereotype again with their music as well. Emma Stone and Ryan Gosling, the lead actors, are not known for singing and have no real background in it, which is definitely shown in La La Land. There is no overbearing autotune to make up for that, which makes the singing feel more natural and genuine. Even though the movie does not follow a musical stereotype, it does throw in every possible romantic cliche as it can. While sometimes that can be overwhelming, it doesn’t take away from the overall quality of the movie. La La Land is meant to be cliche, that’s what makes it such a charming movie. Although La La Land was sweet and definitely a tearjerker, I wouldn’t say it was enough to beat out Moonlight for Best Picture. The Academy Award for Best Picture is meant to encompass directing, acting, music composing, editing, and many other things that go into making the best motion picture of the year. While La



La Land excelled in many of these categories, Moonlight had a slight edge over it. Moonlight focuses on many issues that are prevalent in our current society, hashing out sensitive topics like racial issues, class inequality, and LGBTQ+ rights and issues. The movie also had amazing acting coming from Mahershala Ali, the winner for Best Supporting Actor, and Naomie Harris, both whom made the movie as appealing as it was. Though Best Picture wasn’t the only thing La La Land was nominated for. Actually, it was far from that. The movie was nominated for a record-breaking 14 awards, tying with acclaimed blockbusters Titanic and All About Eve. La La Land won Oscars for both Best Production Design and Best Original Music Score. Both awards were well deserved, especially the win for Best Original Music Score. The music was creative and made you want to dance while also fitting with the story flawlessly. Emma Stone delivered a tearful speech when accepting the award



for Best Actress. Stone’s work in La La Land was admirable and the acting that she has done in other movies makes her undeniably worthy of an Oscar, just not an Oscar for her work in La La Land. There were many other women in the category of Best Actress that were more deserving of the Oscar, specifically Natalie Portman. Natalie Portman was nominated for her acting in Jackie, the story of Jackie Kennedy and her life both before and after the assassination of her husband. Portman’s performance was heartbreaking and beautiful, and the actress was forced to dig up an emotion she has never felt to accurately portray the tragedy of the Kennedy family. Despite the discrepancies I may have with the Academy on certain awards, La La Land was a stunning movie. While it came seemingly out of nowhere, the recent buzz it has been receiving is well deserved and every single nomination for not only Oscars, but other cinematic awards, has been earned.
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